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EXCAVATIONS AT DRY DRAYTON,CAMBRIDGESHIRE
M. F. Sekulla
Introduction

:

The site of Drayton Park is adjacent to the church on the southern edge of the village
of Dry Drayton. It is at the base of a slope on its western end and occupies one of the:
flattest pieces of land in the present day village area. Reduced to ten from over fifteen
acres originally by a recent road, the cut for this road revealed a series of foundations
for otherwise unidentified previous buildings. The Park is covered by a series of
earthworks, from which a rectangular moated site, a hollow way and a ridge and
furrow system can be traced. There are two ponds of standing water in the field; at least
one is of recent date. The Park has been used as grazing land since the last century.
Historical Background'

Before the Dissolution the Park was part of the estates ofCrowland Abbey, though
little direct evidence of this ownership survives. An exception to this is provided by an
episode during the Barons' War in 1266, when an attempt to ravage Drayton and
burn the Crowlañd manor was ma4. 2 That this succeeded is indicated by an entry in
the estate account rolls 3 which records the rebuilding of a new hail, mill and carthouse
in the following year. By 1291 the rateable value of this manor was £26-1-6 for the
purposes of an ecclesiastical tax, 4 the highest value of the three Cambridgeshire estates.
held by the abbey. An undated charter of an Abbot Thomas, probably of the mid- l3th
Century, granted to one Ralph Gifford 'a certain way under the wall of our manor at
Drayton'5 which implies the existence of a manor building at this time.
By the later .15th Century the main Crowiand estate in Drayton was leased to the
Hutton family who bought it after the Dissolution for £546. The estate passed through
this family until John Hutton, dying in 1596, gave the manor to Elizabeth, his wife. On
her death in 1625 it was left to her kinsman Robert Lawrence. By 1652 his heirs had
sold out to the Cutts family for £4,900. They in turn leased it out to a distant relation,
Humphrey Weld, for an annual peppercorn rent. In 1655 it was described as 'all the
Manor, Capital Messuage and farm of DrDrayton, Crowlands'. 6 The house was
sublet to Joshua Sedgwick who paid the tax on 18 hearths in 1665. Weld inherited the
property in 1670 and was taxed on 18 hearths in 1674. A fine raised in 1678 mentions
'that great Capital Messuage or lordship house lately erected and now built by the said
Humph. Weld'7 and indicates that between 1670 and 1678 the house had been rebuilt.
At the same time the new parsonage had been pulled down because it interfered with
Weld's prospect from his restored house. 8 The estate passed from Weld to John
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Howland in 1685, and through his family to the Dukes of Bedford in the early 18th
Century. Account books relating to the House and estate survive for the period 1709 to
1734 and document the maintenance of the structures during this time. Being
infrequently used by the Duke, the house had been let out to tenant farmers in the mid18th Century, a state of affairs which continued until it was demolished, together with
the surrounding farm buildings, in 1817. A sketch of the rear of the house made by
Relhan in 1809 10 gives some idea of its final appearance. A description of the house"
indicates that it was a 'Gothic building' with very dark rooms which comprised several
parlours, a large kitchen and six or seven bedrooms. It was built of red brick, was three
storeys in height and had a front door facing the church, with sundry barns and
outbuildings adjoining. By the 1870's only an icehouse and stables survived, these had
disappeared by the early part of this century and the Park has remained, empty of
buildings ever since.
Soil Phosphate Analysis

In an attempt to locate possible core areas of occupation in the Park, beyond those
shown on the Enclosure map of 18121, 12 measurements of the levels of phosphates in
the soil, which accumulate as a result of the prolonged deposit of organic materials
derived from human activity, were made, using the cheaply available test detailed by
Schwarz 13 and Eidt.' 4
The test was carried out using samples drawn from a depth of 30cm at the
intersections of a ten metre grid laid out over. the Park during Easter 1978. The results
are shown on Fig. 1. High levels of phosphates are visible around the Manor, house
north of the most westerly pond. Lesser areas, possibly of earlier occupation, can also
be seen on the Park, though their exact significance is difficult to assess at present. As a
result of this test and the documentary evidence, a trial excavation was conducted in
1979 in the core area of presumed post-medieval -OccupatiOn. -

The Excavation (See Fig. 2)

A trench of 100 square metres was selected for excavation on the north side of the
demolished Manor house. The area was turf covered and below this -was an associated
sterile - humus layer some six to eight centimetres thick. When this w-as removed the
trench resolved itself into two distinct areas. In the south-west,a well-packed area-of
clay and pebbles was divided by several clunch and brick features. This was bounded
to the north-east by a dark-grey, loose packed soil producing quantities of rubble and
post-medieval material. These two areas are described separately below.
I. South-western area; An area of well-packed dirty. yellow-grey clay was clearly
evidenced in the south-eastern quadrant of the trench and had numerous features
intruding into it. The most recent insertions were large fragments of brick and tile
which pressed into the clay and are probably some of the rubble resulting from
demolition. Three main features cut thisárea. The first was a shallow scoop, F5, 25 x
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46 x 10 cm, completely filled with broken diamond shaped quarries of window glass,
some lead came and pieces of an early 19th Century wine bottle. The second feature
cutting the clay was a substantial brick and mortar drain running SW - NE, FIA. It
was partially capped by two reused worked fragments of oolitic limestone. A sequence
of building was clear; the bottom of the drain had first been laid in a wide foundation
trench then the side walls had been added. The structure had been made water-tight by
a cement filling in the gap between the walls and foundation trench sides. At a later
period the drain had been sealed with mortar at its northern end. At its southern end
the eastern wall and part of its floor had been removed and the west wall of F2B
erected in its place. Clearly by this time the drain had gone out of use. It terminated at
its northern end where it met the outside wall of the house.
To the south-east of the drain and also cutting the clay area, a length of unmortared
half bricks seems to have provided a base for a wall, FlO, which ran almost parallel to
the drain, F1A. Bonded into its southern end was the base of large brick pier, F2A,
which cut through a clunch based wall, F13. The wall of F 1 had been built up against
this clunch base. Both walls had been robbed out almost to foundation level, though
not necessarily at the same period. The south end ofFlO had then been built over by -an'
inferior structure of poor quality bricks and reused roof tiles, filling the space between.
the pier, F2A, and the drain, F1A. Inside this a fill of fine sand had accumulated and
produced many fragments of mid-18th Century pottery and a large quantity of irOn
nails. Enclosed by the brick pier, F2A, and wall, FlO, wasa furtheirarea ofsUccèive
dirty yellow and grey clay packings probably indicating the accumulation of several
floor levels. At the very base of these was a seriesofthree small stake holes arranged in
a triangular formation, F34; their purpose is uncertain. Immediately below, in a layer
of grey-green clay, which extended over the whole site, L31, a fragment of a lava
quernstone and a large lump of iron slag were found.
The entire yellow-grey area, L6, west of the drain, served as a floor but at a later
period had been built up to provide a bedding for stone and. brick tiles. Most of these
had been robbed out, but an isolated patch, FiB, survived to the west of the drain. On
the surface of these were two parallel lines of mortar about ten centimetres apart. The
western edge of the clay area was bounded by a narrow clunch wall running SWto NE;
F3A. Pushed beneath it on its western side were a series of large pieces of later 16th
Century pottery and a metal ornament. The wall itself was too thin to have been
structural in itself and probably served as the base for a timber framed dividing wall.
This had later been slightly truncated at its northern end by a short curving structure of
double mortared bricks, F3B. Accumulated between the wall of F3A and cut by the
drain of F1A were a series of distinct clay layers of differing character. The uppermost,
L6, was up to eight centimetres thick and almost totally devoid of finds. Extending
below this was an orange-yellow sandy clay spread, L21, which varied from between
about 10cm thick at the south to less than one at its northern extent. This covered a
grey clay layering on top of which a deposit of wood ashhad accumulated and spread
out. There were also several large sections of wall plaster of a plain white colour which
had been buried almost immediately by L21. Included in the grey clay, L23, were large
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fragments of later 16th Century pottery and pieces of glazed roof tile. Below this was
a light orange-grey clay mix with several skims of plaster and mortar lying on its
surface. The wall of F3A had been built directly on top of this layer, L27. To the north
of, and intruding into, L27, was a packing of gravel in sand, L29; this probably formed
the entrance area. L27 and L29 rested directly on top of L3l.
The character of the floor area changed to the west of wall F3A where a large pack of
firmly bedded small cobbles and pebbles in orange-yellow sand extended for 420 x
320cm, and was up to 5cm in thickness. Incorporated in this were large quantities of
small animal bones, oyster and mussel shells and some 16th Century pottery. These
floors, L 1 1 A-C, seem to have been built up successively with further gravel and sand
skims being laid on accumulated refuse on old floors. Directly below this overall layer
was an area of grey-yellow clay into which a keyhole shaped depression had been cut,
F31 . Large quantities of wood ash containing many carbonised seeds were found in it,
though its clay base bore few signs of any great heat. During the time that it was in use
the ash had been raked out through the narrow neck at its northern end and spread to a
large extent over the clay floor behind producing a very dark stain. This feature had
been completely sealed and levelled by a layer of partially fire-reddened orange clay,
15 The floors in this
which probably formed part of its superstructure, cf.
area were bounded on their north-eastern edge by line of three post-holes F22, 23, 32,
varying from 13 to 22cm in depth and all about 35cm wide. The timbers that they held
had been removed and stones and broken tiles placed in the resulting cavities. The
western-most produced a penny of Elizabeth I. The gaps between these timbers had
been infilled with cob walling, which survived only as a weathered yellow-orange
spread.
The latest feature in the north-western area of the trench cut through the cobble and
pebble flooring, Ll 1, and consisted of a laid surface of half bricks, measuring 76 x
170cm in extent, which led down to a series of well robbed brick steps, F6. These
turned north-west into a large depression visible only in section. This had been filled
with brick rubble and sealed to the turf line by a layer of heavy black clay which
contained some very abraded fragments of Roman pottery.
II. North-eastern area; A grey-black humus-rich soil containing post-medieval
pottery covered this part of the trench in an almost uniform spread, L2. Some slight
differences were visible, however, especially in the area parallel to the edges of the
floors of Area I. This was more disturbed and consistently produced quantities of clay
pipes. Two lines of disturbance were evidenced and can be equated with an original
foundation trench and a later robber trench along the line of the exterior wall of the
house. Only at the south-eastern end of these cuts did part of the original brick wall,
F12, survive. In front, to the north-east, of this wall, a large mortar standing 280 x
97cm, possibly for a water tank, had been filled up with soil and rubbish during the
robbing activity. A secondary robber trench ran parallel to the wall and was found to
follow the line of a drain, F21, which towards the west of the trench swung sharply
towards the northern corner. The mortar base and sides of the drain remained to show
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its line which had been backfihled with unuseable brick rubble. Oneside of the drain
remained in situ and consisted of a substantial clunch and limestone structure, F14.
This ran for 443cm parallel to the outside wall of the house and turned at both its ends
to disappear beneath the later house area. No trace of any extension to these inturns
was located beneath the house however. A narrow foundation trench was located on
the south-western side of this structure. The wall had been built directly on the gravel
bedrock nearly a metre below, and its size and construction suggest that it had a
structural purpose. No exact dating or use could. be determined. It should be noted
that this wall had, in part, provided the base of the foundation trench for the later
outside wall of the Manor house.
In the south-east of this area an intrusion cut into the grey-black soil of L2 consisted
of a rectangular pit 61 x 105x 85cm, which contained. many broken clunch blocks,
F16. Below L2, and over much of the northern sector of the trench, was an area of
broken clunch, shaped cobbles and brick fragments, L10, probably representing a
phase of construction in connection with the house. Just below this in the eastern
corner of the excavation, part of a.dump of limestone roof tiles, F-iS, was located,
directly beneath which lay fragments of painted window glass The dump-dated to the
primary phase of the construction of the 'manor house. - - -'
Following the removal of the layers noted above, a grey clay with an overall greenish
hue, L31, was met with and found to extend - over the whole trench. One pit was traced
in this in the area of F16, the primary layer of which was a small accumulation of wood
ash and seeds, F36.It had been filled at some period before the rebuilding-of the house
in the 17th Century. No other features were evidenced in 'this clay layer, apart from a
series of very discontinuous patches of black ash, L35, and organic spreads such as
L20. Much pottery and fragmentary animal bones were recovered from these deposits.
L31 continued, with no 'change in colour or consistency, to an overall depth of 120cm,
at which depth both water level and natural gravel were met with. The surface of the
gravel was very , pockmarked and undulating where traced. One.intrusion into thiswas
found: a small rectangular hole 112 x 84mm, F35, which bore evidence of having
contained a post driven in to a depth of at least 20cm. - - The Finds
The Clay Pipes - R. J. Flood16

The clay tobacco pipes from the excavation consisted of 'sixty bowls, either
complete or large identifiable fragments, six stem fragments with maker's marks, five
bowl bases with spurs bearing marks and a large number of plain stem sherds and
small unidentifiable pieces of bowl. The bowls and stem fragments with marks are
illustrated in Fig. 3 and are described below. Where no identifiable mark is present
they have been dated typologically.'7
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Fig. 3:
One bowl only of type G5, probably dating to 1640-50.
Ai. One bowl only of type G17, dating to 1640-70.
Forty-nine bowls or large bowl fragments of type G6, belonging to the period
1660-80.
Nine bowls or fragments intermediate in type between G9 and GlO, dating to
c. 1690-1720.
One stem fragment with the base of the bowl and a narrow flat based foot
typologically dated to c. 1760. The foot bears on its sides the initials 1(K), the
second initial being somewhat blurred. This might be the Cambridge pipemaker
James Knight or Kuquit, who died in 1752, 18 although this would provide a
rather early date for this style of pipe.
E, F, G. Four stem fragments with bowl bases and spurs, all bearing marks on the
spur; E has a ring, F a nine-petalled flower, and G (two specimens) a double
crescent. These marks are not uncommon. The pipes are referable to type G13
and date to 1800-20.
H, I, J. Marks of James Pawson found on six stem fragments. Pawson died in 1813
but his wife Ann continued to make pipes at Sidney Street, Cambridge until
c. 1825, 19 and probably used the same marks. Three different designs of mark are
represented, H with large italic letters (3 specimens), I with large roman letters (2
specimens), and J with small roman letters (1 specimen).
One stem fragment with a rouletted design. This type of decoration occurs on
English and Dutch pipes of the first half of the 18th Century, usually on polished
stems. This stem however seems rather large and coarse which, together with the
wide stem bore of an eighth of an inch, might suggest a late 17th CentUry date.
One stem fragment with a floral design in relief, probably dating to the first half
of the 18th Century.
There were a total of 71 closely dateable pipe fragments present and of these 59(84%)
approximately coincide in date with either a major rebuilding in the late 17th, or with
the final demolition in the early 19th Century. It seems possible that the majority of the
pipes present were discarded during these events and that other periods are not well
represented as the household rubbish was, deposited elsewhere during the occupancy
of the building.
The Pottery

The excavation produced a sequence of pottery ranging in date from the late
Norman period to the early 19th Century. Most of the post-medieval sherds illustrated
were found in well stratified occupation levels. Those of earlier date are from
accumulated rubbish deposits and are included to allow comparison with other
pottery groups from the area, notably Wintringham, 20 Ellington,21 and St Neots, 22 for
which there is a lack of published material from the immediate area of Cambridge.
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..
Romano-British Pottery;
Eight small and very abraded sherds were found and included fragments of Samian
and Castor wares. They were noted solely in the fill of the 17th Century cellar. (Not
illustrated) .
Medieval Pottery;
St Neots Shelly wares; Containing abundant finely ground shell tempering. Smooth
soapy surface which varied from dark brown/ purple to light orange/ pink. Generally
bluish-grey core. (Fig. 4) ,
Bowl with thickened inturned rim and moulded shoulder. Light pink interior,
exterior smoke blackened below shoulder. L31.
Bowl similar to 1. L40B. .
Large straight-sided bowl with thickened rim. Interior dark brown/ purple,
exterior heavily smoke blackened. L28.
Large bowl, thickened rim with sharply turned down edge. Orange. L31.
Bowl, everted rim with turned down lip. Pink/red. L31.
Bowl, thickened rim made by folding clay outwards. Markedly soft soapy fabric.
Light purple/pink. L14.
Shallow dish, triangular sectioned rim, slightly inturned, with marked external
shoulder/bevel. Light purple. L17.
Large cooking pot, thickened and everted rim. Light orange interior, exterior
smoke blackened especially on rim. L31.
Cooking pot, thickened and everted rim with top ridge. Dark pink/brown
interior, heavily smoke blackened exterior. L40.
Cooking pot, square sectioned thickened and everted rim formed by folding clay
outwards. Orange. L31.
Cooking pot, everted rim with hollow interior moulding. Light Orange. L9.
Large cooking pot, everted, slightly thickened rim with slight top ridge. Harder
fabric than previous examples. Blue/grey. L31.
St Neots Shelly wares II; Less shell than previous group, more coarsely crushed,
'ith some quartz inclusions. Generally well fired. (Fig. 4)
Large cooking pot, rim slightly splayed, finger impressions on rim exterior.
Light grey. L31.
Jug rim, externally pink/buff with grey core. U.
Stamford wares; 3 body sherds, buff to off-white with patchy yellow glaze. One
sherd has an applied finger impressed strip. (Not illustrated)
Sandy wares; These sherds can be divided into several sub-groups distinguished by a
difference in fabric which seems to have no chronological significance. A broad date
range from the 13th to 14th Century may be applied to these wares.
Group I; Grey cored fabric with orange/ red exterior surfaces. Coarse sand
tempering with some limestone inclusions. (Fig. 4)
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Cooking jar, partial dark olive green exterior glaze. L31.
Small cooking pot. L31.
Cooking pot, grey colour throughout. L38.
Cooking pot, everted thickened rim with internal bevel. L31.
Cooking pot, thumb impressions below rim. Heavily smoke blackened exterior.
L32.
Rod handle for small jug. Fixed on to body by lap of clay over lower joint.
Partial olive green glaze. L31.
Group II; Much finer hard sandy ware than Group I without limestone inclusions.
Without exception a uniform grey fabric throughout. (Fig. 5)
Cooking pot, square flanged rim. Smoke blackened exterior. Micaceous fabric.
L3 1.
Cooking pot, simple everted rim with lid setting. Micaceous. L31.
Cooking pot, combed zig-zag on upper rim surface. L14.
Body sherd of large cooking pot with vertical applied thumbed strip. L40.
Cooking jar, thin everted rim with small ridge on rim top. L31.
Small cooking pot with interior lid setting. Smoke blackened exterior.
Micaceous. L31.
Small cooking pot, flanged rim, smoke blackened exterior. L31.
5)

Group III; Similar fabric to Group II, but grey core with red exterior surfaces. (Fig.
Cooking pot, everted rim with hollowed interior and rounded exterior
moulding. L14.
Large cooking pot, smoke blackened exterior. L31.
Small cooking pot, slightly thickened rim. L31.
Part of a slashed rod handle. Patchy clear glaze. L31.
Small cooking pot, rim undercut externally with fingertip impressions around
the shoulder. L2.
Group IV; A very fine sandy ware, light orange colour throughout. (Fig. 5)
Small jar, slightly everted rim with interior lid setting. Partial clear external
glaze. L31.
Post-Medieval Pottery;
Cistercian wares; Two small fragments, one rim and one body sherd. Grey fabric
with heavy mid-brown glaze. Unstratified. (Not illustrated)
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Raeren stoneware; (Fig. 5)
Base of a large jug with thumbed foot. Bluish-grey fabric. L14.
Grey Sandy wares; A large quantity of unglazed grey sand-tempered ware with an
overall pimply texture was recovered, a sample of which is catalogued. They are
mainly cooking bowls and pots recovered from the primary phases of the Manor
house and can be paralleled in mid to late 16th Century contexts in Cambridge 23 and
St Neots. 24 (Figs. 5 and 6) •
Cooking pot, with moulded shoulder and slightly everted rim. L23.
Cooking pot with moulded rim. L23.
Cooking pot as 36. L2.
Large cooking bowl, flanged rim with internal bevel. L23.
Large cooking, bowl as 38. L15.
Large cooking bowl, flanged rim. Heavily smoke blackened externally. L24.
Large cooking bowl, flanged rim with bevel on top of rim. L24.
Cooking bowl, simple everted rim. L7.
Cooking bowl, simple moulded rim. L2.
Large cooking dish, simple externally bevelled-rim: Internal cream slip. L22.
Large cooking pot, simple rounded and everted rim, with the upper part of a
plain rod handle. L22.
Sagging base of large jug. Grey fabric with external pinkish slip. L22.
Red Sandy wares; Found in the same contexts as 3546 above and of similar date.
Unglazed red fabric with a finer sand tempering and without the pimply appearance.
(Figs. 6 and 7)
Small cooking jar, partial clear external glaze and some traces of smoke
blackening externally. Larger stone inclusions. L22.
Jar, high everted rim with grey core. Partial clear internal glaze. Li lB.
Small cooking jar, clear external glaze around rim top. L14.
Small cooking pot, slight trace of clear glaze on rim top. L17.
Storage pot, everted and slightly thickened rim with top ridge. Parallel striations
on external surface of pot body. L14.
Large jar, clear brown glaze below rim. The pot was fired upside down. L24.
Bowl with smoke blackened rim, large flint inclusions and partial internal glaze.
L16.
Jug rim?. Cream slip both inside and out, clear internal glaze. The pot was fired
upside down. LilA.
Base of a pitcher with simple bung hole formed by piercing through an applied
external clay pad and body of the pitcher. Feet to a sagging base provided by
groups of triple thumbings. Spots of clear glaze below base. L24.
Base of small pitcher with bung hole of an applied external collar. Traces of clear
glaze on base. L22.
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Jug rim and upper part of grooved strap handle. Flat rim with slight internal
bevel. External cream slip with small spots of clear glaze. L30.
Jug rim and upper part of grooved and pinched strap handle. Traces of cream
.
slip and clçar glaze. Micaceous. L16.
Stonewares; Fine bluish-grey fabric. Early to mid 17th Century. (Fig. 7)
Neck and finger grooved handle of small drinking mug. L2.
Oval medallion with arms of lion rampant above a shield with a central flower.
The background of this medallion has been picked out in a light red pigment. L2.
Bottom part of an oval medallion. External surface mottled brown. L2.
Coarse glazed red wares; A few representative samples of mid to late 17th Century
wares which consist of a heavily light-brown-glazed, orange to red/brown fabric.
Frequently this has many larger stone inclusions. (Fig. 7) Jar with elaborately moulded rim. Glazed both inside and out. L14.
Large bowl with flanged rim. One of the inclusions is a snail shell. Internal glaze.
L14.
Large bowl with flanged rim. Glazed internally, fired upsidedown. L2.
Large bowl or pan, internally glazed. Burnt since breakage. L14.
Eighteenth Century fabrics; Many fragments, mainly body sherds, of 18th Century
ceramics were found, notably combed slipware dishes, chinese porcelain and blue and
white plates and dishes. Many of these were of poor quality and most were found in
unstratified contexts. Two of the finer pieces are described below; (Fig.
):.

Delft teabowl, tin glazed with painted blue design probably copied from a
chinese proto-type. Possibly Bristol, c. 1740-60. L5.
Grey stoneware jug of Westerwald type. Incised floral design overall, picked out
and coloured in blue. Applied medallion inscribed GR below lip. C. 1730 (not
illustrated).
One fragment does not readily fall into any of the groupings above. It possibly dates
to the 16th Century.:
Rim of large ?rectangular handmade dish. Rim top is zig-zag-combed and the
underside is finger pinched. Light brown sandy ware with black core. L12.
Other Ceramic Material; (Fig. 7)
Spindle-Whorl. The fabric type corresponds to Sandy wares Group II. It is
handmade and has a tapering offcëntre hole through it There is a continuous
central indent around the outside edge. The top surface is heavily finger
impressed, the base-'is iron stained. Li iC.
Roof Tiles (not illustrated):
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Fragments of a ridge tile of unknown dimensions. The ridge is surmounted by a
series of rectangular finials of which only one broken fragment. survives. The
external surface has a partial clear glaze covering a light yellow paint with darker
red-brown streaks. The fabric is light red on either side ofagrey.centre. ?16th
Century. L23.
Fragment of a ridge tile of unknown dimensions of similar fabric to 70. The crest
has broken off but seems to have been continuous with a pierced fretwork
design. The external surface is painted dark olive green and glazed. ?16th
Century. F9.
Small fragment of ridge tile Similar to 71. Unstratified.
In addition to these, many fragments of red clay roof tiles were found. Each had two
holes, one in eack of the top corners. All were from contexts which suggested they
derived from the demolished Manor house roof, and are therefore presumably of 17th
or 18th Century date.
Metal Objects; (Fig. 8)

A. Bronze;
Ornamental ?furniture fitting. Regular oval shape with three major flower motifs
emanating from a central stem. Embossed and embellished with rocked
engraving. The plate is pierced by eight holes, three on cardinal points and five at
the base, probably caused by tacking the fitting to a wooden backing. Late 16th
to early 17th Century. Li 1.
.
Strap end. One flat end tapering to a rounded point. Pierced by a central rivet for
attachment. Badly broken and corroded. Late 16th Century. L23.
Hollow lace tag with single rivet for attachment. L23.
Concave length of bronze, rounded and smoothed at one end. L23.
Upper half of a horse bell. The hanging loop is soldered on to the body and
protudes through to the interior. Undated. L2.
B. Brass;
.
1. Cast buckle with a central pin swivelling on a straight unornamented bar. L2.
C. Pewter;
1. Fragmentary spoon about 102mm in length. Plain flat handle decorated on the
back edges with 1mm wide hatching. The word ROWLEY is stamped on the
handle. front. The bowl seems to be a wide oval type. 17th Century. FlO.
D. Lead;
Centrally pierced weight, 87mm high. Tapering from a basal diameter of 34mm to
24mm at the top. Countersunk around the central hole at the base. 17th'Century.
Li 1 (not illustrated).
Over 100 fragments of H-sectioned window came. Many pieces had been screwed
into balls; all were badly broken. From post-medieval contexts (not illustrated).
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Two droplets of metal, 21 and 15mm long. Possibly the remnants of window
repairs. L6 (not illustrated).
Irregular fragment. Narrowest end has been twisted off and broken. Centrally
pierced and countersunk on one side. L6.
E. Iron;
Key, heavily corroded. Eighteenth Century. LlO.
Chisel-like tool, heavily corroded. The top is bent over and the shank broadens
out to a shaped cutting blade. L2.
Over 350 nails, of square or rectangular section, ranging from 40 to 130mm in
length. About 45% were bent, the rest straight. Mainly from 19th Century
demolition contexts (not illustrated).
F. Iron Slag;
1. A conglomerate nodule c. 80 x 100mm. With the exception of this fragment no
evidence of iron working was encountered on site. L31 (not illustrated).
G. Coins; A total of six coins were recovered which are as follows,
Obv. E:D:G:ROS SINE- SPINA
Rev. CIVI - TAS - LON - DON
Silver penny (North type 2017) dating to 1591 2 - 1594, in worn condition. F23.
Obv. CARO:D:G:MAG:BRI
Rev. FRA:ET:HIB:REX
Royal Farthing Token (North type 2277) dating from 1625 - 1634, in unworn
condition. FlO.
As 2. Unstratified.
Halfpenny. Probably of 18th Century date, corroded and illegible. Unstratified.
Halfpenny. Dating to 1901, in slightly worn condition. Unstratified.
Obv. HANNSKRAVWINCKELINN
Rev. GOTESREICH ... VRIETEWICK
Nuremburg Jetton, later 16th Century. Corroded and bent. Unstratified.
H. Glass;
Post-Medieval (not illustrated):
Bottle seal inscribed W. CHAMBERS. 1742. 4cm diameter.
Over 400 fragments of diamond shaped quarries of light green window glass. 17th
or 18th Century.
About 230 fragments of 18th Century glassware ranging from dark green wine
bottles to small -scent- and medicine-jars.
Medieval Glass - H. G. Wayment

The twenty or so pieces of glass found at Dry Drayton are greenish and vary in
thickness from 1.5 to 1.75mm; they are all split laterally into two coherent layers,
which indicates that they are crown and not muff glass. They are painted on one
surface with reddish-brown paint, and the iridescence on the other surface probably
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represents yellow stain. From these fragments three groups can be reconstructed as
follows (see Fig. 9):
Five fragments covering an area roughly 57 x 28mm, delimited on two sides by
straight splits and on the third by a grozed curve. Within the curve is painted in
line a beaded orle, which is pierced by a cone; round the cone run three circlets
from which foliated crosses rise. The fragment is no doubt, part of a nimbed
triple crown such as the Virgin Mary wears in an Assumption or a Coronation.
Four fragments covering a rough semi-circle 54 x 26mm, split across the diameter
and grozed. around the edge. It is crossed by three painted lines curved so as to
suggest a spherical object, and no doubt represents a globe or orb, such as God
the Father carries, eg. in a Coronation of the Virgin.
A rough pentagon 25 x 17mm, with painting partly in line and partly picked out in
sgraffito; it seems to form part of a circular nimbus from which floriations rise,
• similar to those on Group 4, but picked out of matt paint instead of being
outlined with the brush.
The three groups might form part of a Coronation of the Virgin by God the Father.
Group 4 can be paralleled, though in slightly more sophisticated glass, in a figure of the
• Virgin-Mary which is preserved in- a vestry window of the church at Barnack, Cambs.
The date is probably about the second quarter of the 15th Century.
There are, in addition, eight separate fragments of glass (not illustrated) all crossed
by straight or slightly curving lines of paint; one also has a band of cross-hatching, and
another a short hatched band. The largest is 3.7 x 2.8mm.
I. Stone (not illustrated):

1. Fragment of Niedermendig lava quern of uncertain dimensions. L3 I (not
illustrated).
Z Seven small fragments of post-medieval schist hones (not illustrated).
Over 50 Collyweston limestone slates, mostly fragmentaryand all with one drilled
hole attop. Size differed from the smallest 175 x 109mm to the largest at 263 x
•
180mm (not illustrated).
Trefoil-sectioned block of oolitic limestone, 200 x 190 x 140mm. Part of a window
mullion. Possibly of 14th Century date. Lb.
Large block of oolitic limestone, 440 x 220 x 150mm, with moulded face. A
chamfered top recesses down 50mm to a trough running the length of the block,
this steps up to a platform which in turn rises to a chamfered edge. Possibly part
• - of a string course. ?Of similar date to 4. Reused in F1A.
J. The Seeds— R. J. Flood

Seed and/or soil samples for examination were taken from five separate layers
during the course of the excavation. Where possible the samples were composed of a
number of subsamples • taken from varying positions and depths in each layer
sampled. 25 The soil samples were allowed to dry then poured into water and stirred to
break up any lumps. The slurry thus formed was then washed through perforated plate
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sieves of 2.5, 1.5, 1 and 0.5mm hole diameter. An examination of the residue-on each
sieve was then carried out using a stereo microscope. Identification was checked,
where necessary, with the reference collection at the Official Seed Testing Station,
Cambridge. 26
. Layer 24; This was a layer consisting of fire reddened clay and immediately
overlying the ash and charcoal deposit of Layer 8, which it effectively sealed. The soil
examined contained no seed material whatsoever, suggesting that there was no later
contamination of Layer 8 below. .
Layer 8; This provided the largest quantity of material examined (See Table 1). The
seeds were completely carbonised and the deposit also contained other carbonised
material including fragments of twigs of Prunus spinosa L. (sloe or blackthorn),
charcoal fragments of various sizes, stem of Umbelliferae, cereal straw, grass and
pieces of pea pod (Pisum sativum L.). There was also some uncarbonised material,
discussed below. It was not possible to identify three species which produced a total of
16 seeds, and one species each belonging to the Compositae, Labiatae and Gramineae
could only be identified to the family level. The majority of other seeds could be
identified to the species level although in some cases it was only possible to identify the
genus. 27
The main species represented are the crops, wheat (Triticum aestivurn L.) and. -pea
(Pisum sativum) and it is to be assumed that this area was being- used to process or
prepare them. Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and oats (Avena sâtiva L.) were present in
small numbers. The field bean ( Viciafaba L.) is likely to have been a contaminant of
the pea. The oats present showed no awn base on the lemma's where present and no
trace of a pressure groove on the caryopses and therefore belonged to an unawned
cultivated variety.
Most of the other species found are common cornfield weeds and almost certainly
impurities present in the field crops. Of some interest is the presence of some species,
including Echium vulgare L. and Lolium temulentum L. which are not now known in
the, area. The absence of certain species which are now common weeds is of equal
interest. These include such species as Agropyron repens (L.) Beauv. (couch), Galium
aparine L. (cleavers, goosegrass) and Raphanus raphanistrum L. (wild radish). There
was also only one seed of Avenafatua L. (spring wild oat) present in the sample; this is
now a very common arable weed in the area.
Some of the species present are not typical of arable land however, and it is possible
that three other habitats are represented. There is some overlap as several species
could occur in any one of several plant communities. Two species present, Carex sp.
and Apium no?florum (L.) Lag. are typical of wetlands, possibly ditches or shallow
ponds but very few seeds are involved and these may be of chance occurrence only.
Another group seems to represent a woodland or hedgerow habitat; This includes not
only -the Prunus sp. - a tree or shrub and the scrambling Rubus sp. (blackberry) but
also a number of herbs typical of this type of habitat - A ilariapetiolata L., Silene alba
(Mill.) Krause, Stellaria graminea L. with possibly Lapsana communis L. and
Potentilla sp.. The Bromus sterilis L. may also belong here, although it is becoming a
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serious weed of arable land at the present time and may have been so in the past. These
may have represented material used for fuel in the kiln; not only was coppice wood,
etc., burnt but even twigs and hedge trimmings were faggoted up and used. 28 In these
circumstances a certain amount of herbaceous material is likely to have been collected
up with the wood and this would account for the seeds of such species being present.
Much of the non-seed material probably also comes from this source. The third nonarable habitat represented is grassland. Some of the grass species may represent weeds
present in the cereal crop but the majority are almost certainly from grassland as are
several other species. Included could be Leucanthemum vulgare Lam., Medicago
lupulina L.- (trefoil), Medicago sativa L. (lucerne), Potentilla sp., Stellaria graminea,
Trfolium fragj[erum L. (strawberry clover), Trfolium pratense L. (red clover) and
possibly Echium vulgare. The species of Medicago and Trjfolium are of particular
interest. These do occur to some extent in natural grassland but are typically species
used in improving pasture. Their use wasperhaps known as early as the mid-16th
Century but is very unusual before 1620 and did not become common until the second
half of the 18th Century. They may thus represent an early attempt to improve grazing
in the area.
As the main grain present is wheat it is probably correct to assume that it was
. intended for human consumption rather than for animal feed or malting. It might be
suggested, from the high levels of impurities present and the fact that intact grains were
being dealt with, that the area was being used for processing, such as cleaning and
drying, rather than preparation for immediate use as food.
As referred to above the layer also contained some uncarbonised plant material.
This included pieces of stem and roots with immature fruit and seeds of Aphanes
arvensis L;, Atriplex patula L., Chenopodium album L., Solanum nigrum L.,
Taraxacum officinale Weber and Veronica arvensis L. These were all in a very
fragmentary and fragile state; it was not possible to determine with any accuracy the
numbers present. It seems unlikely that this delicate material could have been
introduced while the kiln was still in use as it would have been easily destroyed or
carbonised by heat. Layer 24 above, completely sealing this layer, contained no seed
material and suggests that there was no later contamination. The majority of these
species do not grow at present in the immediate vicinity of the excavation; this together
with the fragmentary nature and appearance of this uncarbonised material means that
contamination during excavation and sampling is also very unlikely. The suggestion
must be therefore that this material found its way into the deposit after the kiln went
out of use but before the deposition of Layer 24. Seeds of Taraxacum officinale are
wind borne and may have come in from a distance; the other species are typically what
might be called weeds of abandonment. These are plants which spring up on
demolition sites, land which has recently gone out of cultivation or waste places with
open soil. They often have very short life cycles, flowering and seeding soon after
establishing, and may relatively quickly be replaced by more permanent vegetation.
One possibility is that these fruits and seeds derived from plants which grew on the
remains following the demolition of the kiln and had sufficient time to flower before
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they were covered by the material of Layer 24. As no mature seeds or fruits were
present this might involve only a very short period of time. The growth of plants in this
situation would indicate that the site was exposed to the open air at the time; either the
kiln was not in a building, or part of the buildingcontaining it was largely dismantled
during a period of reconstruction. There may be alternative explanations for the
presence of these uncarbonised remains in this deposit however.
. Layer 20; This was a dark layer of organic material in the clay of L31. The species
present are listed in table 2 and parallel those found in Layer 8, although no peas-were
present. Here again the main species was wheat, though oats and barley -were present;
the majority of the other species are cereal weeds. Woodland or hedgerow species are
represented by Crataegus monogyna Jacq. (hawthorn) and Anthriscus sylvestris (L.)
Hoffm. whilst Lotus corniculata L. and Medicago lupulina are typical grassland
species; Picris echioides L. might come from either association.
Layer 34; This was a dark organic layer at the base of pit F36 of earlier date than
Layer 8, but later than Layer 20. It was only possible to retrieve a small sample of 82g
soil, and examination in the laboratory showed the presence of 39 grains of wheat, 1
grain of oat and 2 seeds of Atriplex patula.
Layer 35; This represents an area of charcoal and ash in Layer 31 and probably of
similar date to Layer 20. As with the other layers examined, the principle component is
wheat with the other species present being typical impurities found in wheat (See table
3).
Conclusions; The evidence from the various layers suggests a consistent use of the
area for processing or preparing grain. The principle component is wheat, with peas
also important in Layer 8, and likely to have been intended for human consumption
rather than for animal feed or malting. There are some components from a woodland
or hedgerow environment which may represent the gathering of material for fuel. Also
present are some grassland species with some suggestion of attempts at pasture
improvement using fodder legume species. The presence of seeds of.grassland. species
might suggest an agricultural use for the area excavated or they might have been
introduced, in the same way as the hedgerow or woodland species, by. accidental
inclusion with fuel.
Table 1: Seeds from kiln material Layer 8
Species

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L. emend.
Fiori & Paol.)
Oat (Avena sativa L.)

Number of seeds found:-.
Total
Extracted Extracted from
on site
soil in
laboratory
274
48

113
32

387
80
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Barley (Hordeum vulgare L. sens. lat.)
Pea (Pisum sativum L. sens. lat.)
Field bean (Vicia faba L.)
Alliaria petiolata (M.Bieb.) Cavara
&Grande
Anagallis arvensis L.
Anthemis cotula L.
Apium nodiflorum (L.) Lag.
Atriplex patula L.
Avena fatua L.
Brassica/Sinapis sp.
Carex sp.
Chenopodium album L.
Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop.
Compositae
Convolvulus arvensis L.
Cruciferae
Echium vulgare L.
Bromus sterilis L.
Lolium sp, probably
L. perenne L.
Gramineae
Poasp.
Other Gramineae
Labiatae
Lapsana communis L.
Leucanthemum vulgare Lam.
Lithospermum arvense L.
Lolium temulentum L.
Matricaria perforata Merat
syn M.inodora L. nom. illegit.
Medicago lupulina L.
Medicago sativa L.
Polygonum aviculare L.
Polygonum convolvulus L.
Potentilla sp.
Prunus sp.
Ranunculus sp.
Rubus sp.
Rumex crispus L.
Sherardia arvensis L.
Silene alba (Mill.) Krause
Solanum nigrum L.
Sonchus asper (L.) Hill

59

107

-

-

1
32

-

7
1
15
7
5
3
8
1

-

2
1
13
3
-

-

13
2
1

8
7
2
-

1
3
2
1
25
-

1
2
1

33

92

53
5

160
5

1
1
16
1

1
2
48

15

-

11
1
.1
3
3

-

6

-

-

11

-

4
1
10

-

1

4
2
1
1
-

5
-

-

31
1
1

-

1

22
1
26
8
6
6
11
1
6
2
24
3
4
1
23
2
2
12
9
3
1
1
8
2
1
56
1
2
2
2
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Stellaria graminea L.
Trifolium fragiferum L.
Trifolium pratensé L.
Urtica urens L.
Viola sp.
Unidentified

3
7

1
-.

12

4

3
8
3
1
16

1222 g soil examined.
Table 2: Seeds from Layer 20
Species

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
Oat (Avena sativa L.)
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)
Anthemis cotula L.
Anthriscus sylvestris (L.) Hoffm.
Atriplex patula L.
Brassica/Sinapis sp.
Bromus sterilis L. Gramineae
<
Other Grammeae >
Carexsp.
Chenopodium album L.
Crataegus monogyna Jacq.
Labiatae
Lithospermum arvense L.
Lotus corniculatus L.
Medicago lupulina L.
Picris echioides L.
Rumex crispus L.
Vicia sp.
Unidentified
361 g soil examined.

Number of seeds:Extracted Extracted from
soil in
on site
laboratory

TOtal

135
1
19
1
-

120
2
37
1
1

.1
56
1
1
1

4
1

.-

4

-

•2
2

2
2

2
-

3
2

2
3
2

21.

5

255

2
2
5

1
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Table 3: Seeds from Layer 35
Species

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
Oat (Avena sativa L.)
Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)
Rye (Secale cereale L.)
Anthemis cotula L.
Atriplex patula L.
Brassica/Sinapis sp.
Chenopodium album L.
Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop.
Echium vulgare L.
Lithospermum arvense L.

I

Loliumsp.Gramineae
<
Other Gramineae
Matricaria perforata Merat
Rumex acetosella L.
Rumex crispus L.
Vicia sp.

Number of seeds:Extracted Extracted from
on site
soil in
laboratory
20
-

1

-

6

Total

70
6
1
1
3

91
6
1
1
4

2
1
1
2
27
1
3

2
1
1
2
27
1
3

2

8

5

5

207 g soil examined.
K. The Mollusca;

Oyster shells were the most abundant mollusca finds. They ranged in size from 4 to
12cm in length, but clustered around 5-6cm. The figures in Table 4 show a rise in oyster
finds after the mid-l7th Century, probably the result of selective excavation of pre17th Century levels, rather than their increased popularity as a dish. The distinction
between shell finds inside and outside the house is probably due to the white oysters
being more easily recovered inside the house and thus removed as rubbish whilst the
darker mussels were more likely to be lost in the darker conditions prevailing inside the
house. The lack of snail shells in the pre-Manor house phase is surprising if this is to be
interpreted as an area of rubbish dumping, but could be explained by the small area
datable to this period that was sampled.
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Table 4
Helix
Ostrea Mytilius Cardium Buccinum
Undatum
Aspersa
Edule
Edulis
Edulis
(Snail)
(Whelk)
(Oyster) (Mussel) (Cockle)

Contexts

Pre-16th Century

36

23

-.

Manor House Interior
Pre-mid 17th Century

T

30

40

1

-

4

Manor House Exterior
Mid-late 17th Century

167

202

14

2

1

Outside House Area
16-18th Century

330

43

21

1

25

563

308

36

3

. 31

Totals

.

INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions that may be drawn from this excavation are necessarily limited by
the size of the area selected for sampling.
The earliest material is represented by a few fragments of Roman pottery. Since
these were in an unstratified context however, their source cannot be deduced with any
certainty.
The primary use of the site is indicated by pottery of St Neots and Stamford types,
recovered from a deposit of material immediately above the basal gravel. This deposit
is on an otherwise sterile gravel surface-with no earlier ground levels represented. The
gravel undulates and has a pockmarked surface and seems most likely to be the
remains of the extraction of gravel for local use, digging having stopped when the
water-table was reached. The extent of this particular gravel working was not
discovered and it is possible that the permanent pond to the south of the excavation
represents an unfilled gravel pit. On top of this the deposited debris was composed of
many fragments of pottery and some animal bones, whilst the clay in this area had a
greenish hue which perhaps indicates the rotting of organic matter. In addition, the
relative discontinuity of the stratigraphy points to an accumulation of rubbish rather
than direct occupation. Within the debris some difference in the overall pottery
sequence was noted from its base to surface, but this varied in the individual areas
sampled. The pottery in this area ranged from the 12th Century (St Neots and
Stamford), to early 14th (in the finer sandy ware tradition). The rubbish debris
presumably emanated from the village itself, though another source may have been the
moated site on the eastern side of the Park.
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Almost no use seems to have been made of this site between the end of this phase and
the beginning of the building that became the Manor house. The only exception is
provided by a large clunch wall, F14, which runs parallel to the outside wall of the later
house. This was clearly constructed at some point after the rubbish had finished
accumulating, since its foundation trench, one only on its south-western side, cuts
through all the rubbish layers. A terminuspost quem is provided by the construction
of the main house over it. On purely stratigraphic grounds a date in the 15th Century
might be applied. It appears to serve no useful purpose and no other structures were
associated with it.
Representing the 15th and early 16th Century is a small amount of pottery and
painted window glass, but hardly enough to suggest direct occupation of the
immediate area at this time.
The initial phase of building on this site seems to have been the erection of a postbuilt structure, the small size of whose post-holes would suggest that it was no more
than one storey high. It may have served as an outbuilding or an adjunct to a main
Manor house. Dating is provided by pottery of the mid to late 16th Century which,
with the documentary evidence, seems to place this activity as the result of the
acquisition of the land by secular owners after the Dissolution, in 1543. The main posts
of this building (F22, 23 and 32) were founded in holes aligned south-east to northwest. Their total number is unknown; several may have been destroyed by later
building activity. The walls were provided by a cob infilling, the very degraded remains
of which survived as a thin skim. A pink plaster may have lined the inside wall. The
interior was divided by two thin clunch bases which probably supported timber
framed walls. An entrance area is suggested by an area of trampled gravel to the southeast of post-hole F32. The structure may have been in use for some fifty to eighty years.
The floor was a thick spread, 8 to 9cm, of grey-yellow clay. Sunk into this was a large
key-shaped kiln, F31, its stoking hole pointing north-east. The dating of this feature is
uncertain, though it is previous to the demolition of the main structure in Phase 2.
The second phase of-occupation saw some rebuilding after partial demolition of the
structure. The earthfast posts were removed and this was probably when the Elizabeth
I penny was lost. This short period of relative openness of the inside of the building is
supported by the uncarbonised remains of Taraxacum officinale which arrived inthe
kiln after it went out of use but before it was demolished. A short time afterwards the
kiln superstructure was laid flat to level out the ground surface. Phase 2 saw the
incorporation of this area into the main body of the house with the building of the
brick pier or buttress, F2A, and associated wall of FlO. The pier cuts through the
previous clunch base of F13 which had been demolished, and the clay floors that were
inside the building of Phase 1. The new brick wall probably extended north-west to,
south-east along the rear of the house and was later refaced, a few isolated bricks of
Phase 2 survived to indicate its presence. A terminus ante quem for Phase 2 is provided
by a Charles I farthing token found in the associated brick rubble. This approximately
coincides with the arrival of a new owner in 1625, and could represent works initiated
by him. The clunch base of F3A seems to have survived as an internal divide —'a new
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floor of gravel and sand being laid to its west, whilst another of clay was put down on
its east.
.
.
Some small alterations were made to this structure subsequently. The drain of F1A
was inserted, the bricks being unlike any of those used in Phase 2 or 3, and the drain
itself is of superior construction. A curious curved structure of one course of double set
bricks to the. north end of the clunch base F3A also occurred at the same time,
although its precise nature is in doubt. A floor of brick and stone tiles seems to have
been laid between drain F1 and the clunch base F3A, only a small patch of which
survived as FiB. The almost sterile clay layer of F6 probably provided a levelling for
them.
.
. A period of great activity is evidenced in the third quarter of the 17th Century-and
represents Phase 3. At this time a further reconstruction took place. The entire house
seems to have been encased in a red brick wall which served as a refacing to the brick
house of Phase 2. The wall F12, was built in a narrow foundation trench and rested on
an earth base; it was of poor construction and used bricks of local manufacture. As a
result of this reconstruction - further details of which could not be traced in this
sample area - the large wall and brick pier, F 1 and F2A, served no further structural
purpose and were carefully demolished to foundation level at this time. Evidence of
the date was provided by a large number of clay pipes in the foundation trench for the
new wall and by documentary references to a rebuilding c. 1670-80. A new outside
drain, F21, was also inserted, one side of which was the old clunch Wall of F14..
Improvements were also made to . the interior walls in this area. A floor of wooden
planks on joists probably covered the uneven stubs of the demolished walls. Possible
evidence for one of the joists is provided by two parallel lines-of mortar 10cm apart
running along the top of the floor tiles of FiB, at right angles to the outside-wall-of the
house. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the absence of any artefacts inside the
house, with the exception of those inside F2B, which can .be dated to after this
reconstruction. Also belonging to Phase 3 is. a cellar which was inserted- and cut
through all previous deposits. It was approached along a short platform of half bricks
and dawn brick steps, most of which were removed in the -later demolition. - - - No major alterations seem to have taken place between the 1670's and the
demolition of the house. Minor changes were made, however, of which some record
survives in the estate account books. The drain F1A was blocked, possibly dueto the
placing of a mortar standing for a cistern at its northern end. Slightly later the east wall
of the drain .at its southern end was removed and a brick and tile structure with a
sharply dipping floor was inserted. This may have been a soakaway; its complete
extent was not determined. A -terminus post quem for its use was suggested by. the
pottery of after 1740 contained in it. The large quantity of final period finds from the
excavation were all probably -derived from the demolition and indicate that the
household rubbish was being deposited elsewhere. - - - -.
After a period of occupation -bytenant farmers throughout most of the later 18th
Century, the house was demolished in 1817. All the material-that could be used, with
the exception of some clunch. blocks -that were-buried, was removed and utilised in-the
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village. All the resulting debris, consisting of broken bricks and tiles, many nails, much
broken glass and some contemporary clay pipes, were left on the site. The foundations
were systematically robbed and the whole area of the house levelled out, though the
site of the house remained in evidence until well into this century. In the 1830's the
main drains were-destroyed to provide bricks for the Rectory Wall, 29 and evidence of
this is indicated in the curving drain, F21, which seems to have been robbed at a later
date than the house: the brick linings were removed and the rubble backfilled into the
resulting trench.
Since that time the house area has been gradually buried under several centimetres
of worm-sorted debris which has ensured its preservation to the present day. 30
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